Conventional space -time turbo trellis coding (STTuTC) schemes allocate transmit power equally to the available antennas. This is not optimal if channel state information (CSI) is available at the transmitter. A STTuTC scheme is considered with partial CSI knowledge that optimally allocates power to the transmit antennas. This scheme is referred to as STTuTC with dynamic transmit power allocation (STTuTC/DTPA). The optimum four-state constituent code and power allocation are presented. Simulation results show that the STTuTC/DTPA scheme with the new code outperforms conventional STTuTC schemes.
Introduction: Space -time turbo trellis coding (STTuTC) is an effective method for maximising diversity order and providing a significant coding gain in multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) fading channels [1, 2] . In conventional space-time coded systems equal power is allocated to each transmit antenna. Such a scheme does not provide the best error performance when partial or full channel state information (CSI) is available at the transmitter. Recently, various power allocation methods have been employed to obtain further performance improvements in space-time coded systems when the transmitter has partial knowledge of the CSI [3 -6] .
In this Letter a STTuTC scheme with dynamic transmit power allocation (STTuTC/DTPA) based on partial CSI feedback is proposed. The scheme selects the best two out of all available antennas and allocates a greater proportion of the transmit power to the best one. Selecting the best two antennas reduces the code complexity while maintaining the coding benefit of STTuTC and achieving full diversity. We find the optimal four-state constituent code for STTuTC/DTPA based on the the frame error rate (FER) union bound. Simulation results show that the STTuTC/DTPA scheme with the new code outperforms the conventional STTuTC scheme with equal power allocation and the STTuTC/DTPA scheme with the existing codes. System and channel model: Consider a wireless communication system with n T transmit antennas and one receive antenna. The channel between transmit antenna i and the destination is represented by an n T Â 1 vector h ¼ fh i , i ¼ 1, . . . , n T g. A quasi-static Rayleigh fading channel model is assumed, for which the fading coefficients are constant during one frame and vary from one frame to another independently. STTuTC is constructed by the parallel concatenation of two recursive space-time trellis encoders separated by a symbol-wise interleaver. The output of the second encoder is deinterleaved so that the output of the two encoders can be alternately punctured to preserve the code rate.
In the STTuTC/DTPA scheme, the receiver informs the transmitter which two antennas provide the best and second best channels. Let h(i), i ¼ 1, . . . , n T , be the channel coefficients ordered such that
The transmitter allocates a fraction w 2 i of the total power to the ith best transmit antenna, subject to the constraint
The received signal is then given by
where t ¼ 1, . . . , l, l is the frame length, E S is the transmitted symbol energy, c i t is the modulated signal transmitted at time t through the ith best antenna.
Performance analysis: The pairwise error probability (PEP) is the probability that the decoder decides in favour of the erroneous sequence E ¼ fe 
Let A mn represent the (m, n)th element of the matrix A(C, E) and let h (i) ¼ r i e jui . Integrating (2) over r i and u i , i ¼ 1, 2, we obtain at high SNRs PðC ! EÞ Q nT ðA; w 1 ; w 2 Þ E S N 0
ÀnT ð3Þ
where Q n T (A, w 1 , w 2 ) is referred to as the code power allocation function. For n T ¼ 3, the code power allocation function is given by 
It can be verified that (3) holds for any n T , so that the STTuTC/DTPA system can always achieve a full diversity order. We determine the FER union bound by taking into account multiplicities in the distance spectrum of the code. We divide the entire range of PEPs into discrete regions, with D K representing the Kth region. The average PEP within D K is given by
where n K is the number of codeword pairs whose PEP falls within region D K . The FER union bound, denoted FER UB , is given by
where D is the set of discrete regions D K . The multiplicity in region D K is denoted by H(D K ), and is calculated as the average number of error events within region D K , given by [8] HðDKÞ ¼ X h1;h2
where H i (h i , D K ) is the number of codeword pairs for which the PEP falls within region D K and the Hamming weight of the error sequence in the ith constituent code is h i , l is the overall sequence length, and k is the number of bits per symbol. The interleaver is assumed to be uniform:
where Q n T , D K (A, w 1 , w 2 ) is the code power allocation function averaged within region D K , given by Q nT ;DK ðA;
and Q n T (A, w 1 , w 2 ) is defined in (4) for n T ¼ 3.
For a system with knowledge of the order of transmit antenna channel qualities at the transmitter, if we dynamically allocate the transmit power to the best two antennas, a full diversity order of n T can always be achieved. The optimum constituent codes and optimal power allocation can be found via a computer search by evaluating the FER UB for each generator polynomial and for various transmit power allocation ratios. The optimal four-state code generator polynomial and power allocation for the STTuTC/DTPA scheme has been found by minimising FER UB to be fg
Simulation results: We investigate the performance of the STTuTC/ DTPA scheme with n T ¼ 3 transmit antennas in quasistatic Rayleigh fading channels by computer simulation. The length of each frame is 130 QPSK symbols. We evaluate the performance of the four-state constituent code in [2] , referred to as the Cui/Haimovich (CH) code, and the new optimum code. We assume that the receiver has perfect CSI knowledge and notifies the transmitter of the order of transmit antenna qualities, and that the feedback channel is error free. Fig. 1 compares the FER performance of STTuTC/DTPA with the new optimum code, STTuTC/DTPA with the CH code, and conventional STTuTC with the CH code and equal power allocation. It can be seen that a diversity order of 3 is achieved and that the optimal power allocation for the STTuTC/DTPA scheme with the new code provides 1 and 0.3 dB performance improvements over the STTuTC and STTuTC/DTPA schemes, respectively, when using the CH code. 
Conclusions:
The STTuTC/DTPA scheme presented utilises partial CSI at the transmitter to select the two best antennas and optimally allocate power between them. Analytical and numerical results indicate that the scheme can always achieve full diversity order. The optimal power allocation and a new four-state code optimised for STTuTC/DTPA are presented. It is shown by simulation that for three transmit antennas the STTuTC/DTPA scheme with optimal code and power allocation outperforms the equal power allocation STTuTC scheme by 1 dB. 
